Abstract. We provide a description of the spectrum and essential spectra of invertible weighted composition operators acting in spaces
Introduction
In [1] and [8] - [10] the author studied the spectrum and essential spectra of disjointness preserving operators in Banach lattices. Here we apply the results obtained in the aforementioned papers to describe essential spectra of invertible weighted composition operators in some algebras of smooth functions on the interval [0, 1]. To be more precise, in Section 2 we describe essential spectra of invertible weighted compositions acting on spaces C (n) [0, 1] of n times continuously differentiable functions on [0, 1] , and in Section 3 we deal with essential spectra of invertible weighted compositions on Banach algebras Lip n 1 [0, 1] of functions with the n th derivative in the space Lip 1 . Finally, in Section 4 we consider invertible weighted compositions on Sobolev spaces W n,X (see the precise definition at the beginning of Section 4) where X is an interpolation space between L 1 (0, 1) and L ∞ (0, 1).
We use the following standard notations. N -the set of all natural numbers. Z -the set of all integers. R the field of all real numbers. C -the field of all complex numbers. We will denote the unit circle by Γ, i.e Γ = {λ ∈ C : |λ| = 1}.
All linear spaces are considered over C.
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Let X be a Banach space and T : X → X be a bounded linear operator. We denote the spectrum of T in X by σ(T, X) and its spectral radius by ρ(T, X). We will write σ(T ) and ρ(T ) when it cannot cause any ambiguity. We consider the following partition of σ(T ), σ a.p. (T ) = {λ ∈ C : ∃{x n : n ∈ N} ⊂ X, x n = 1, T x n − λx n → n→∞ 0}, and σ r (T ) is the residual spectrum of T :
σ r (T ) = {λ ∈ σ(T ) : (λI − T )X is closed in X}.
We adopt the following definitions of essential spectra from [4] .
σ 1 (T ) = {λ ∈ C : λI − T is not semi-Fredholm}.
σ 2 (T ) = σ 1 (T )∪{λ ∈ σ(T ) : λI−T is semi-Fredholm and dim ker (λI − T ) = ∞}.
Equivalently, λ ∈ σ 2 (T ) if and only if there is a sequence x n ∈ X such that no its subsequence is convergent in norm (i.e. the sequence x n is singular ), x n = 1, and T x n − λx n → 0.
σ 3 (T ) = {λ ∈ C : λI − T is not Fredholm}. σ 4 (T ) = σ 3 (T ) ∪ {λ ∈ C : λI − T is Fredholm but ind(λI − T ) = 0}. σ 5 (T ) = σ(T ) \ {ζ ∈ C : there is a component C of the set C \ σ 1 (T ) such that ζ ∈ C and the intersection of C with the resolvent set of T is not empty }.
It is well known and easy to see that
and all the inclusions can be proper. But the essential spectral radius is the same no matter which of the five sets above we consider [4] . We will denote it by ρ e (T, X) or just by ρ e (T ). We will also consider the set σ 2 (T ′ ), where T ′ is the Banach adjoint of T . It is immediate that σ 2 (T ′ ) = σ 1 (T )∪{λ ∈ σ(T ) : λI−T is semi-Fredholm and def (λI−T ) = ∞}.
Therefore σ 1 (T ) = σ 2 (T ) ∩ σ 2 (T ′ ) and σ 3 (T ) = σ 2 (T ) ∪ σ 2 (T ′ ). If a function f ∈ C[0, 1] is n times differentiable we will denote its derivative of order i, i ≤ n, by f (i) . In these notations f (0) means f .
We will keep notation f (n) if f is continuously differentiable n − 1 times and has a derivative of order n from L 1 (0, 1).
In this section we will consider invertible weighted composition operators on the spaces C (n) [0, 1] , n ∈ N, of n times continuously differentiable functions on [0, 1] endowed with the norm
where f (0) means f . One of the main results of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let ϕ be a diffeomorphism of [0, 1] onto itself such that ϕ(0) = 0 and let w be an invertible element of the algebra C (1) [0, 1]. Let F, F ⊆ [0, 1], be the set of all fixed points of ϕ and let I be the subset of F consisting of points isolated in F . Let T be the weighted composition operator on
Let A be the weighted composition operator on
Moreover, if λ ∈ σ(T ) \ σ(A) then λ is an isolated eigenvalue of T of finite multiplicity.
Proof. In C (1) [0, 1] consider the closed subspace C
is isometrically isomorphic to C[0, 1] and it is immediate to see that the restriction T 0 of T onto C (1) 0 is similar to the operator B on C[0, 1] defined as
It follows from (1.1) that the operator B −A is compact on C[0, 1] and because the spectra σ i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are invariant under compact perturbations we have
Next notice that because C
0 has codimension one in
It follows from Corollary 1.1 that σ 3 (A) = σ 4 (A) = σ 5 (A) = σ(A). Therefore σ(A) ⊆ σ(T ). We have to postpone the proof of the remaining part of statements (I) and (II) : σ 5 (T ) = σ(A) until we finish the proof of (III).
Assume that λ ∈ σ(T ) \ (w(F ) ∪ σ(A)). We have to consider two possibilities.
n → 0 whence λ ∈ σ(A). If on the other hand f n ∞ → 0 then, because the set {f n } is compact in C[0, 1], we can assume without loss of generality that f n converge to some
For definiteness we will assume now that ϕ(x) < x on (a, b). The case when ϕ(x) > x on (a, b) can be considered similarly.
is an annulus with the radii R 1 and R 2 . Notice that because λ ∈ {w(a), w(b)} we have f (a) = f (b) = 0. Next, because λ ∈ σ(A) and
Obviously lim n |λ n f (c)| 1/n = |λ|. On the other hand applying (1.2) and the mean value theorem we see that lim sup
where a < c n < ϕ n (c). Therefore
Next let us assume that |λ| < min(R 1 , R 2 ). Then 1/|λ| > max(1/R 1 , 1/R 2 ) Again let c ∈ (0, 1) and f (c) = 0. Then
and we come to a contradiction in a similar way. 2. λ ∈ σ r (T ). In this case the operator λI − T is semi-Fredholm and its index is different from 0. Then the same is true for operator B. But the index of a semi-Fredholm operator is invariant under compact perturbations in contradiction with our assumption that the operator λI − A is invertible. We have proved that if λ ∈ σ(T )\σ(A) then λ ∈ w(F ). Let a ∈ F be such that λ = w(a). If a is not an isolated point in F then ϕ ′ (a) = 1 and clearly w(a) ∈ σ(A). Thus a must be an isolated point in F and moreover λ must be an isolated point in σ(T ) \ σ(A) and therefore it is an isolated point in σ(B) \ σ(A). Recalling again that B − A is a compact operator on C[0, 1] we see that λ is an isolated eigenvalue of T of finite multiplicity. That proves (III). Now the statement σ 5 (T ) = σ 5 (A) = σ(A) follows immediately from (III) and the definition of the set σ 5 (T ).
We will now state some corollaries of Theorem 2.1. In particular we will provide a precise description of the sets σ(T ) and σ i (T ), i = 1, . . . , 5. In the set F of fixed points of ϕ we will consider already mentioned subset I of isolated points and subset E = Int [0,1] F . In corollaries below we assume that T is an invertible weighted composition operator on C (1) [0, 1] and that ϕ(0) = 0. (1)
where σ is a compact rotation invariant subset of C.
where σ i are compact rotation invariant subsets of C. 
and
where M is the set of all probability regular ϕ-invariant Borel measures on F . (
The set {x ∈ F : w(x) = λ} consists of a finite number of points a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ I and either |λ| > ρ(A) or |λ| < 1/ρ(A −1 ). Moreover, the multiplicity of the eigenvalue λ is n.
Corollary 2.4. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) λ ∈ σ 2 (T ).
(2) At least one of the listed below conditions is satisfied.
Corollary 2.5. The following conditions are equivalent.
, and
Finally notice that a description of σ 1 (T ) follows from Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5 and the fact that
To illustrate the above statements let us consider a simple example.
Example 2.6. Let ϕ be a diffeomorphism of [0, 1] such that ϕ(x) < x, x ∈ (0, 1). Notice that in this case |ϕ ′ (0)| ≤ 1 and
There are the following possibilities.
(
Let A be the closed annulus with the radii ρ 1 and ρ 2 . Then
Moreover, if λ ∈ σ(T ) and |λ| > ρ(A) then λ = w(0), while if |λ| < 1/ρ(A −1 ) then λ = w(1). In both cases the corresponding eigenspace is one-dimensional.
Let us briefly address the case when ϕ is a diffeomorphism of [0, 1] onto itself such that ϕ(0) = 1. In this case the operator T 2 is of the type considered in Theorem 2.1 and a description of the spectrum and essential spectra of T can be obtained from that theorem and some rather simple additional considerations. Notice that in this case ϕ has exactly one fixed point in (0, 1) and other periodic points are of period 2. By the reasons just outlined we omit the proof of the following theorem. 
Let Π be the set of all ϕ-periodic points and I be the subset of Π consisting of all points isolated in Π Then
Moreover, λ is an isolated eigenvalue of σ(T ) of multiplicity 1.
At the end of this section we will consider invertible weighted automorphisms of the Banach algebra C n (0, 1), n ∈ N of all functions on [0, 1] continuously differentiable n times. To get rid of nonessential details we will assume that ϕ(0) = 0 and that the set F of all ϕ-fixed points is nowhere dense in [0, 1]. The proof of the next theorem goes along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.1 and is omitted.
• ϕ(0) = 0.
• The set F of ϕ-fixed points is nowhere dense in [0, 1].
Let w be an invertible element of the algebra C (n) [0, 1] and T be the weighted composition operator on
(2) σ(A) is the annulus with the radii R = max
, and either |λ| < r or |λ| > R. (4) If λ ∈ σ(T ) \ σ(A) then λ is an isolated eigenvalue of T and the dimension of the corresponding eigenspace is n.
T ) if and only if either
there is an x ∈ F such that |λ| = |w(x)| or there are two disjoint intervals (a, b) and (c, d) complementary to F and such that one of the following conditions holds.
3. Essential spectra of invertible weighted automorphisms of the algebras Lip n 1 [0, 1]. In this section we will consider Banach algebras Lip n 1 [0, 1], ∈ N of functions continuously differentiable n−1 times on [0, 1] and with the n th deriva-
It is well known that the space Lip n 1 [0, 1] endowed with the norm
is a Banach algebra. Our nearest goal is to obtain a description of essential spectra of invertible weighted composition operators acting on the space Lip 1 [0, 1]. Thus we consider operators on this space of the form
where w is an invertible element of the algebra Lip 1 [0, 1] and ϕ is a homeomorphism of [0, 1] onto itself such that ϕ and ϕ −1 belong to
Temporarily we will assume that ϕ(x) < x on (0, 1). Let X be the hyperplane in Lip 1 [0, 1] defined as X = {f ∈ Lip 1 (0, 1) : f (0) = 0}. Then T X = X and the restriction T |X is similar to the operator B on L ∞ (0, 1) defined as
Let A be the weighted composition operator on L ∞ (0, 1) defined as
Then obviously the operator B − A is a compact operator on L ∞ (0, 1) and taking into consideration that dim(Lip 1 (0, 1)/X = 1 we get
In the next few lemmas we will look at some properties of the spectrum and essential spectra of operator A. It is useful to keep in mind that A can be identified with an invertible weighted composition operatorÂ on C(Q) where Q is the Gelfand compact of the algebra L ∞ (0, 1),
In the above formulaf means the Gelfand transform of f , f ∈ L ∞ (0, 1) and ψ is the homeomorphism of Q that corresponds to the isomorphism J of L ∞ (0, 1) defined as Jf (x) = f (ϕ(x)) (The conditions we put on ϕ guarantee that J is indeed an isomorphism).
Proof. The set of ψ-periodic points is nowhere dense in Q and actually by Frolik's theorem (see [13, Theorem 6 .25, page 150]) it is empty. The statement follows now from e.g. [8, Theorem 3.7] .
is an annulus or a circle.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 it is enough to prove that the set σ(Â) is connected. Assume to the contrary that there is a positive number r such that σ(Â) = σ 1 ∪ σ 2 where σ i = ∅, i = 1, 2 and σ 1 ⊂ {λ ∈ C : |λ| < r} and σ 2 ⊂ {λ ∈ C : |λ| > r}. Without loss of generality we can assume that r = 1. Then (see [8, Theorem 3 .10])) there are two ϕ-invariant subsets E and F of [0, 1] both of positive Lebesgue measure, a positive integer N and positive numbers s,s < 1 and t, t > 1 such that mes(E) + mes(F ) = 1,
Without loss of generality we can assume that N = 1 and thus |w|ϕ ′ < s a.e. on E and |w|ϕ ′ > t a.e. on F.
Because the sets E and F are ϕ-invariant and w is continuous on [0, 1] we see that there are positive numbers ε and u, such that 0 < ε, u < 1 and
where D = E ∩((0, ε)∪(1−ε, 1)) and H = F ∩((0, ε)∪(1−ε, 1)). Combining (2.1) with the fact that ϕ(x) < x on (0, 1) it is not difficult to see that there are m ∈ N and v ∈ (0, 1) such that
Consider on L ∞ (0, 1) the weighted composition operator defined as
It follows from (2.2) that σ(S) is the union of two disjoint nonempty rotation invariant subsets σ(s, L ∞ (E)) and σ(S, L ∞ (F )). Considering, if necessary, S −1 we can assume that ρ(S, L ∞ (E)) < 1. Let L 1 be the subspace of Lip 1 (0, 1) defined as follows
Then L 1 is a Banach subalgebra of Lip 1 (0, 1) and the operator S,
is an automorphism of L 1 . Because ρ ess (S) = ρ(S, L ∞ (E)) < 1 the intersection σ(S ∩ Γ consists of at most finite number of points. But by the Kamowitz -Scheinberg theorem [6] the spectrum of an automorphism of a semisimple commutative Banach algebra must contain the unit circle, a contradiction. 
, and λ = w(1). We can bring these assumptions to a contradiction by considering T −1 instead of T and applying the same kind of reasoning as in the previous case. 
(1) Assume that λ ∈ C and ρ(A|L a ) < |λ| < 1/ρ(A −1 |R a ). Then the operator λI − T has the left inverse; in particular, λ ∈ σ 2 (T ) \ σ 1 (T ).
(2) Assume that λ ∈ C and ρ(A|L a ) > |λ| > 1/ρ(A −1 |R a ). Then the operator λI −T has the right inverse; in particular, (λI −T )Lip 1 (0, 1) = Lip 1 (0, 1) and λ ∈ σ 2 (T ′ ) \ σ 1 (T ).
We
Proof.
(1) Assume to the contrary that the set σ 2 (T ) \ σ 1 (T ) is not empty.
This set is open in C and consists of eigenvalues of T . Thus there are a λ ∈ C and f ∈ Lip 1 (0, 1), f = 0, such that |λ| = 1 and T f = λf ; but that obviously contradicts to T being an isometry of
Recall thatT is an invertible weighted composition operator on C(Q) defined aŝ
Then (see [10] ) the statement that λ ∈ σ 2 (T ′ ) \ σ 1 (T ) is equivalent to the following. There are closed disjoint subsets F i , i = 1, 2, 3 of Q such that
• F 1 is clopen and the setsφ n (F 1 ), n ∈ Z are pairwise disjoint.
•φ(F i ) = F i , i = 2, 3.
•
• σ(T , C(F 2 )) ⊂ {ξ ∈ C : |ξ| < |λ|}.
• σ(T , C(F 3 )) ⊂ {ξ ∈ C : |ξ| > |λ|}.
. Then L i is a closed commutative T -invariant subalgebra of Lip 1 (0, 1) and σ(T |L i ) = σ(T , C(F i )), i = 2, 3 in contradiction with the KamowitzScheinberg theorem.
Assume that |λ| ≤ 1 then applying again the Kamowitz -Scheinberg theorem we see that F 2 must be nowhere dense in Q, while if |λ| ≥ 1 then intF 3 = ∅.
The following example illustrates the statement of Lemma 3.8 Example 3.9. We define the sequences {a n }, {b n }, n ∈ Z of numbers in (0, 1) in the following way.
if n < 0. ,
We define the homeomorphism ϕ of [0, 1] onto itself as follows.
ϕ is linear on intervals [b n , a n ] and [a n−1 , b n ], n ∈ Z, ϕ(0) = 0 and ϕ(1) = 1. Clearly ϕ(x) < x, x ∈ (0, 1).
It is immediate that the operator T , T f = f • ϕ is an automorphism of Lip 1 (0, 1) and that
Let λ ∈ σ 2 (T ′ ) \ σ 1 (T ) and consider three possibilities. [a n , b n ) correspond to the sets E 1 and E 2 from part (2) of the statement of Lemma 3.8, respectively. (b) 2 < |λ| < 4. Then the sets A and B correspond to the sets E 3 and E 1 from part (3) of the statement of Lemma 3.8, respectively.
(c) 1/2 < |λ| < 2. Then E 1 = [0, 1].
Next we will extend the statement of Lemma 3.8 on weighted automorphisms of Lip 1 (0, 1). The case when ϕ(x) < x on (0, 1) and |w(0)| ≤ |w(1)| does not require any substantial additional effort. Lemma 3.10. Let ϕ be a homeomorphism of [0, 1] onto itself such that ϕ is an invertible element of the algebra Lip 1 (0, 1) and ϕ(x) < x on (0, 1). Let w be an invertible element of Lip 1 (0, 1) such that |w(0)| ≤ |w (1) 
if and only if mes(E 1 ) = 1, i.e. there are ε > 0, and n ∈ N such that (a) |w(0)| n (ϕ n ) ′ < (|λ| − ε) n a.e. on [0, 1/2], and
Proof. The proof repeats almost verbatim the one of Lemma 3.8. The only difference worth noticing is that instead of the Kamowitz -Scheinberg theorem we use the following fact. Let E be a closed ϕ-invariant subset of
To prove the last statement let us first notice that because ϕ(E) = E we have {w(0), w(1)} ⊂ σ(T, L E ). Let Ψ : Q → [0, 1] be the surjection corresponding to the natural embedding of C[0, 1] into C(Q). LetÊ = Ψ −1 (E). The operatorT acts on C(Ê) and σ(T, C(Ê)) is rotation invariant. Assume that w(0)Γ σ(T, L E ). Then w(0)Γ ∩ σ(T , C(Ê)) = ∅. We have to consider three possibilities.
(a) |w(0)| < 1/ρ((T ) −1 , C(Ê)). Let F = Ψ −1 (0). Then there are N ∈ N and ε > 0 such that
Recalling that ϕ(x) < x on (0, 1) we see that there is a ∈ (0, 1) such that
ThenÊ is the union of two disjointφ-invariant clopen setsÊ 1 andÊ 2 such that |w(0)| < 1/ρ((T ) −1 , C(Ê 2 )). By considering E 2 = Ψ −1 (Ê 2 ) we come to a contradiction in the same way as in part (a).
(c)|w(0)| > ρ(T , C(Ê)). Then |w(1)| > ρ(T , C(Ê)). Considering the operator T −1 and keeping in mind that ϕ −1 (x) > x on (0, 1) we again come to a contradiction like in part (a).
Let us turn to the case when ϕ(x) < x, x ∈ (0, 1) and |w(0)| > |w(1)|.
Lemma 3.11. Let ϕ be a homeomorphism of [0, 1] onto itself such that ϕ is an invertible element of the algebra Lip 1 (0, 1) and ϕ(x) < x on (0, 1). Let w be an invertible element of 
The next example shows that the statement of Lemma 3.11 in general cannot be improved.
Example 3.12. Let {a n }, {b n }, {c n }, and {d n }, n ∈ Z be sequences of real numbers from (0, 1) defined as follows
,
We define the homeomorphism ϕ of [0, 1] onto itself in the following way.
and ϕ is linear on the intervals (a n , b n ), (b n , c n ), (c n , d n ), and (d n , a n+1 ). It is obvious that ϕ is an invertible element of Lip 1 (0, 1). Let w be an invertible element of Lip 1 (0, 1) such that w(0) = 2 and
then in notations of Lemma 3.11 we have
On the other hand if λ ∈ σ 2 (T ′ ) \ σ 1 (T ) then
[a n , c n ).
We are ready to consider general weighted automorphisms of Lip 1 (0, 1). First let us notice that the statement of Lemma 3.2 becomes in general false if we drop the assumption that ϕ(x) < x on (0, 1. Nevertheless, the previous lemmas provide the following result.
Theorem 3.14. . Let ϕ be a homeomorphism of [0, 1] onto itself. Assume that ϕ, ϕ −1 ∈ Lip 1 (0, 1). Let w be an invertible element of Lip 1 (0, 1) and let T : Lip 1 (0, 1) → Lip 1 (0, 1) be the weighted composition operator defined as
Let F be the set of all ϕ-periodic points in [0, 1] and I the (at most countable) set of points isolated in The previous results can be extended to weighted automorphisms of algebras Lip n 1 (0, 1). Theorem 3.15. . Let ϕ be a homeomorphism of [0, 1] onto itself. Assume that ϕ, ϕ −1 ∈ Lip n 1 (0, 1). Let w be an invertible element of Lip n 1 (0, 1) and let T : Lip n 1 (0, 1) → Lip n 1 (0, 1) be the weighted composition operator defined as
Let Let X be a Banach function space on (0, 1), i.e. elements of X are (classes of) Lebesgue measurable functions on (0, 1) and if f ∈ X and g is a Lebesgue measurable function on (0, 1) such that a.e. |g| ≤ |f | then g ∈ X and g ≤ f .
Assume additionally that L ∞ (0, 1) ⊆ X ⊆ L 1 (0, 1). Then we can consider the Sobolev space W 1,X defined as follows,
and endowed with the norm f = |f (0)| + g X . If f ∈ W 1,X then f is a.e. differentiable and its derivative a.e. coincides with g; therefore we will write f ′ instead of g.
Similarly, for n ∈ N we define the space W n,X as
It is routine to check that endowed with the norm
W n,X is a Banach algebra. Notice also that when X = L p (0, 1), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ the space W n,X coincides with the classic Sobolev space W n,p . In particular, W n,∞ = Lip n 1 (0, 1). Now we have to make an additional assumption that X is an interpolation space (see e.g [11, Definition 4.2, page 20]) between L ∞ (0, 1) and L 1 (0, 1). In particular, X is a rearrangement-invariant space [2] .
Lemma 4.1. Let X be an interpolation space between L ∞ (0, 1) and L 1 (0, 1). Let w be an invertible element of the algebra W n,X and ϕ be a homeomor-
Then T is a bounded invertible operator on W n,X .
Proof. It is enough to prove that the composition operator f → f • ϕ is bounded on W n,X . Let us illustrate the proof in case n = 2.
It remains to notice that (a) the composition operator x → x • ϕ is bounded on X because it is clearly bounded on both L 1 [0, 1] and L ∞ [0, 1] and X is an interpolation space, (b) being a Banach function space X is invariant under multiplication by functions from L ∞ [0, 1]. In general case the proof goes along the same lines with the use of the Faà di Bruno's formula for the n th derivative of a composition (see e.g. [5] ).
The next lemma might be known but I was not able to find it in the literature.
Lemma 4.2. Let X be an interpolation space between L 1 (0, 1) and L ∞ (0, 1). Then the Volterra operator
Proof. The condition L ∞ (0, 1) ⊆ X ⊆ L 1 (0, 1) guarantees that V is a bounded linear operator on X. If we can find a sequence of finite dimensional operators V n such that V n converges to V in operator norm both on L ∞ and L 1 then in virtue of X being an interpolation space V n will converge to V in operator norm on X (see [11, Lemma 4.3, page 20] ) and we will conclude that V is compact on X. To this end let us recall that
where K is the characteristic function χ ∆ of the triangle ∆ with the vertices (0, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1). Let Q 0 1 be the square of generation 0 with the vertices (0, 1/2), (0, 1), (1/2, 1) and (1/2, 1/2). The closure of the difference ∆ \ Q 0 1 consists of two triangles with disjoint interiors. We will inscribe into these triangles the squares of generation 1 : Q 1 1 and Q 1 2 similarly to how we inscribed Q 0 1 into ∆. By continuing this way we will construct an infinite sequence of squares with pairwise disjoint interiors which will include 2 n squares of generation n each with the side length of
The integral operator V n with the kernel K n is a finite dimensional operator. 
It is an integral operator with the kernel S(s, t) = K(t, s) − K n (t, s). Then the same reasoning as above shows that W ′ n ≤ 1 2 n+1 . Lemma 4.3. Assume that X, w, and ϕ satisfy conditions of Lemma 4.1. Let T : T f = w(f • ϕ), f ∈ W n,X be the corresponding weighted composition operator. Assume additionally that ϕ(0) = 0. Consider the subspace W 0 of W n,X defined as
Then T W 0 ⊆ W 0 and the restriction of T on W 0 is similar to the operator A + K on X, where
and K is a compact operator on X.
Proof. Like in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we will look at the case n = 2. Then
It follows that T W 0 ⊆ W 0 . Next notice that the norm on W 2,X is equivalent to the norm f = |f (0)| + |f
Therefore the operator Jf = f ′′ is an isomorphism between W 0 and X, and for almost all t ∈ [0, 1] we have
The conclusion of the lemma for n = 2 follows now from (4.1) and Lemma 4.2.
For arbitrary n we can use the standard formula for the n th derivative of a product and the Faà di Bruno's formula. Recall that a Banach lattice X is said to have the Fatou property if for any positive x ∈ X and for any net {x α } ⊂ X such that x α ≥ 0 and x α ր x we have sup
If a Banach function space X, L ∞ (0, 1) ⊆ X ⊆ L 1 (0, 1), has the Fatou property then X is an interpolation space (see [11] ). (1) it is enough to prove that the sets σ i (A), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are rotation invariant. Let α ∈ C, |α| = 1. Let Q be the Gelfand compact of the algebra L ∞ (0, 1). Then Q is a hyperstonian compact space. Letφ be the homeomorphism of Q corresponding to the invertible disjointness preserving operator A (see [1] ). The condition mes(F ) = 0 and the Frolik's theorem [13] guarantee thatφ has no periodic points in Q. By Theorem B.1 in [1, p. 147] for any positive ε there is g ∈ C(Q) such that |g| ≡ 1 on Q and g • ϕ − αg ≤ ε. Let G be the operator on X of multiplication on g. Then for any x ∈ X . Let E be a subset of (a, b) such that mes(E) > 0, |f | > c > 0 on E, and the sets ϕ i (E), i ∈ Z are pairwise disjoint. Let E 1 be a measurable subset of E of positive measure and G = i∈Z ϕ i (E 1 ). Then clearly χ G f ∈ ker (λI − A). Thus we can construct a sequence f n of pairwise disjoint elements of X such that f n = 1 and f n ∈ ker (λI − A), in contradiction with our assumption that λ ∈ σ 2 (A). Next assume that λ ∈ σ r (A). Notice that by Corollary 4.4 λ ∈ σ 2 (A ′ ). Because X is a Banach function space the set X ′ n of order continuous bounded functionals on X is total on X and moreover X ′ is the direct sum of disjoint bands X ′ n and X ′ s -the band of bounded singular functionals on X (see e.g. [7] ). The band X ′ n is a Banach function space on [0, 1. Next, because A ′ and (A ′ ) −1 are order continuous operators on X ′ (indeed they are invertible disjointness preserving operators) we have
If the operator λI − A ′ were invertible on X n ′ then λI − A ′′ would be invertible on (X ′ n ) ′ n . But, because X has the Fatou property it is (o)-reflexive, i.e. (X ′ n ) ′ n = X and therefore λI − A would be invertible on X, a contradiction. We conclude that there is a Φ ∈ X ′ n such that Φ = 0 and A ′ Φ = λΦ. Finally notice that
By using (4.3) and the same kind of reasoning as in the case when λ ∈ σ a.p. (A) we come to a contradiction. (c) 1
and λΓ ∩ σ(A) = ∅. In this case (see [1, Theorem 13.1, page 106]) X is the direct sum of two disjoint A-invariant bands X 1 and X 2 such that σ(A, X 1 ) = σ 1 = σ(A) ∩ {α ∈ C : |α| < |λ|} and σ(A, X 2 ) = σ 2 = σ(A) ∩ {α ∈ C : |α| > |λ|}. 
It is easy to see that
, and ρ e (T −1 , W 2 0 ) = ρ(A −1 , X 2 ). The statement that λ is an isolated eigenvalue of T of finite multiplicity follows from the fact that dim(W n,X /W 0 ) < ∞. (2) . It suffices to notice that the proof of part (1) Remark 4.6. While most of the usually considered rearrangement-invariant Banach function spaces have the Fatou property it is worth noting that the statement of Theorem 4.5 remains true without assuming it. Indeed, it is enough to prove that σ a.p (A ′ ) = σ 2 (A ′ ). Assume that λ ∈ σ a.p (A ′ ) \ σ 2 (A ′ ). The proof of Lemma 5 in [9] shows that there are pairwise disjoint elements u i ∈ X ′ , i ∈ Z such that u 0 is not a finite linear combination of atoms, A ′ u i = λu i+1 , i ∈ Z, and ∞ −∞ u i < ∞. That immediately implies a contradiction with dim ker (λI − A ′ ) < ∞.
We can obtain more detailed information about the essential spectra of invertible weighted compositions on W n,X at the expense putting more stringent conditions on X. We start with the following proposition. Proof. Let ε > 0. By Boyd's interpolation theorem ( sse e.g.[2, Theorem 5.16, page 153 and the discussion after Corollary 6.11, page 165]) for any small enough ε the space X will be an interpolation space between L p−ε (0, 1) and L p+ε (0, 1). Let C(ε) be the corresponding interpolation constant [11, Lemma 4.3, page 20] . Consider an n ∈ Z and the action of the operator U n on L p−ε (0, 1) and L p+ε (0, 1). We have
. LetT be an invertible operator on Lip n 1 (0, 1) defined as T f = w (ϕ ′ ) n−n/p f • ϕ, f ∈ Lip 
Some related problems.
The results of the current paper are based on the following two circumstances:
(a) Compactness of the Volterra operator.
(b) Exceptionally simple dynamics of homeomorphisms of an interval. Therefore it probably will be not very hard to extend these results to the class of non-invertible operators when ϕ is a homeomorphism of [0, 1] such that ϕ belongs to the algebra C (n) [0, 1] (or Lip1 n [0, 1]) but is not invertible in this algebra. The same relates to the case when the weight w is not invertible in the corresponding algebra.
The following problems seem to be more challenging.
(1) Description of essential spectra of weighted composition operators in C (n) [0, 1] or W n,X [0, 1] in the case when ϕ is an arbitrary smooth mapping of [0, 1] into itself. While the spectrum of weighted compositions in C(K) is described (see e.g.' [8] ) and we have some information about the spectrum of non-invertible disjointness preserving operators on Banach lattices (see [1] ) , not much is known about essential spectra of such operators even in the case of C(K).
(2) The case of the infinite interval (−∞, ∞). One of the main difficulties here is that the corresponding Volterra operator is not compact. 
